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  |  2010-2015 CAMARO SSSUPERCHARGER SYSTEM

CAMARO

SUPERCHARGER

“It’s the best of both worlds. The car drives like stock 
but then this out of control insane power is there as 

soon as you get on the gas pedal.”
Beta Tester, Albert C.,California, USA
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640+
 SUPERCHARGED

750+
HORSEPOWER*

TORQUE*

Kraftwerks Performance 
ultra high efficiency Blower 

with a large 4” thick core 
Intercooler engineered to 
produce the lowest intake 
air temps in the industry.

SUPERCHARGER
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* Crank HP with aftermarket camshaft, headers, E85 and tune



55%+
 POWER GAINS

Kraftwerks Performance 
Camaro Supercharger 

bolt-on system is easily 
installed in 6 -8 hours.

All hardware is included.

INSTALLATION

» Minor drilling is required

»Lightweight Powder Coated Mandrel Bent 
Aluminum Charge Piping ensures efficient flow 
and rust-free operation.

INTERCOOLER PIPING

»The Largest Ultra-Efficient Centrifugal 
Supercharger runs quiet and cool featuring 
a 7.5:1 Step-up Ratio and can reach 
sustained impeller speeds of 90,000 RPM for 
instantaneous power, throttle response and no 
turbo lag.

C38-91 ROTREX HEAD UNIT

»Custom aluminum tanks relocated for 
clearance of the supercharger kit and feature 
a high-end custom look. 

WASHER AND RESERVOIR TANK

»Large and fast-acting Billet Aluminum 
Recirculating Bypass Valve safeguards 
against Compressor Surge.

BILLET BYPASS VALVE

»Large Front Mount 12” x 24” x 4” Free Flow 
Intercooler features an efficient 4” core 
and helps to produce the lowest intake air 
temperatures in the industry.

INTERCOOLER

»Grams Performance and Design 550cc 
Injectors ensure that fuel is keeping pace with 
the newly added power.

INJECTORS

»CNC Aluminum 6061 Belt Guard combines 
function with form as it not only serves 
as a guard for the drive system itself, it is 
aesthetically pleasing as the primary focal 
point of the supercharger kit.

BELT GUARD

» 750+ HP/ 640+ ft-lbs TQ @ 7psi (Crank HP) with aftermarket camshaft, 
header, E85, and Tune (LS3 manual models dyno results)
» 600+ HP/ 525+ ft-lbs TQ @ 7psi (Crank HP) with stock camshaft, exhaust 
manifold, 91 Octane and Tune (LS3 manual models dyno results)
» Massive 12”x24”x 4” Intercooler produces the lowest Intake Air 
Temperatures (IAT) in the industry
» Black powder-coated aluminum piping, brackets, reservoirs, and 
components for a stealth look
» No heat soak related issues to deal with typical of roots-style supercharger 
systems or exhaust heat related issues typical of Turbocharged systems 

KRAFTWERKS ENGINEERED 
STREET PROVEN BEST SELLER

SUPERCHARGER SYSTEM 10-15 CAMARO LS3 L99

Base kit W/O InTune 150-02-1013 |  $5454.99

750+HP 
640+TQ

INSTANT BOOST
ZERO LAG

»This low maintenance Oil System ensures 
efficient, reliable and low noise operation of 
the Rotrex Head Unit.

ROTREX OIL COOLER

»Kit reduces heat soak and maximizes 
airflow and velocity for any induction system. 
It utilizes a massive 6.8” diameter air filter 
that features a unique double-cone design 
increasing the filter surface area and air 
flow capacity. Composite velocity stack 
incorporates golf ball like dimples on the 
surface creating an energized boundary layer 
that reduces surface drag and allows air to 
stay attached as it curves into the bell mouth.

HIGH VELOCITY INTAKE KIT

Base kit With InTune 150-02-1013T |  $5874.99



BOOST
 YOUR MUSCLE
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